unit C1

Little Red Riding Hood
Need to know
OUTCOMES

E To retell and write a traditional tale as a five part story.
E To record it as an audio book for the classroom or library

LEARNING
FOCUS

E To express time or place using adverbs
E To introduce paragraphs to group related material
E To introduce inverted commas to punctuate direct speech.

WRITER’S
KIT
RESOURCES

E An extract from an example of an appropriate audio book or recording of a story

being read
E Flipchart or large sheets of paper
E Pens
E Individual whiteboards and pens
E PCM 1: Bullet-point Storyboard for Little Red Riding Hood
E PCM 2: Model text 1
E PCM 3: Model text 2

1. Get started
Instructions for teaching
HOOK IN to it

What success looks like

Introduce audio books.
Ask: Do you know what an audio book is?
Take feedback.
Explain: an audio book is a book that has been
written, read aloud and recorded by someone who can
really bring the story to life.
Play short extract of about 2 minutes.
Ask: What did you like about that?

Comments that show understanding
of the word ‘audio’ as linked to
sound, or reference to experience of
listening to stories rather than
watching DVDs, etc.
Comments about helping to visualise
setting by the use of descriptive
words, characters, etc.

Take feedback.
Explain that the Head Teacher has agreed that the
group should make some audio books to put in the
library or classroom for other children to listen to. Ask:
Who else might enjoy listening to our audio books?
Perhaps people from outside the school?

Take suggestions for possible
‘audience’ e.g. elderly relatives,
poorly children, people in hospital.

Take feedback.

BUILD UP to it
PCM 1
p12

Explain that writing a story from scratch is quite a hard
thing to do. Suggest that the children could make their
own audio books by retelling and recording a story that
they already know. Because they haven’t got to think
about the plot, they can really concentrate on making it
sound interesting for the listener.

Discussion about different versions. For
example, where LRRH defeats the wolf.

Ask: Who knows the story of Little Red Riding Hood?
Explain: We’re going to retell the story using the bullet
points on our 5-part storyboards.
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Talk through notes as children follow in their own version of
PCM 1: storyboard.

Discussion about different versions. For
example, where LRRH defeats the wolf.

Point out that the very brief notes are enough to remind
us when storytelling.

TALK ABOUT IT
PCM 1
p12

Take feedback.
Ask the children to use the story board to retell the story
with their partner. Try to make it sound interesting and
exciting. Include some description and some direct
speech – use different voices.
Model storytelling: [Wolf’s voice] Oh hello little girl. What a
lovely day it is today. Where are you going on such a
beautiful day?

As you move around the group, listen
and offer praise for attempts to make
the story sound interesting, for example
by including details and using different
voices when retelling.

Remember to praise the children’s attempts at bringing
the story to life.

MODEL TEXTS

Discuss the importance of making the story sound
interesting and exciting by adding details.
Read a version ‘written by someone at another school’:

PCM 1
p13

“Once upon a time there was a little girl. She lived with
her mother. She always wore a red cloak and hood. She
was called Little Red Riding Hood. She had a granny. Her
granny lived in the woods. Her granny wasn’t well. Her
mother told her to take some cakes to her Granny. She
set off.”
Take feedback
Explain that you’ve had a go at making the beginning
sound more interesting.
Read PCM 2: Model Text 1. Take feedback. Then give children
a copy of PCM 2: Model Text 1
Ask children to re-read PCM 2: Model Text 1 independently.
Ask: Can we think of some other words to describe the
setting or the characters - cottage, mother, LRRH, her
cloak?
Scribe these onto a flipchart and encourage some top tier
adjectives and expanded noun phrases.

GET DOWN TO IT

PCM 1
p12

Comments about it not being very
interesting; no description; short simple
sentences; all sentences beginning with
she, her, her granny, her mother.
Comments about it being more
interesting;

• more description – lovely young girl;
tiny cottage;
• different types of sentences, e.g.
When she went out…
• Use of ‘who’, ‘so’
Children make suggestions of adjectives
and expanded noun phrases. For
example:
cottage: thatched; tiny; picturesque;
chocolate box; quaint; in the heart of
the village; on the edge of the woods
mother: busy, caring
LRRH: young, kind, helpful, thoughtful,
considerate, friendly.
cloak: scarlet, cosy, hooded, favourite,
special, striking

Give children individual whiteboards and pens. Ensure
children have PCM 1: Storyboard.
Ask the children to use the storyboard PCM to help them
to compose their own opening paragraph. Remind them
to say their sentences first and to think about adding
details and descriptions and making the sentences
sound interesting.
Suggest that the children can use your version but they
should make the story their own by choosing the words and
sentence structures that they think sound effective.

As you move around the group, look out
for and encourage children to add
adjectives and vary sentence structures,
use conjunctions, etc. as in Model Text 1
– drafting and editing their sentences
on their whiteboards.

Begin with “Once upon a time there was…”
When children are happy with their opening sentences, ask
them to copy them into their books.
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SHARE IT

Invite the children to read their opening paragraphs out
loud to the group.

Children read aloud with fluency and
expression.

Peer-evaluate: What did you particularly like? Has the writer
made it sound interesting?

Opening paragraph includes description
and a range of sentence structures.

ASSESS it

Ask the children to self-assess themselves with thumbs up if
they feel happy to retell and write a traditional tale?

Children show how confident they feel
using thumbs up, down or in the middle.

LOOKING
FORWARD TO IT

Create interest in the next session: writing the next
paragraph.

Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using adverbs.
Children are able to use adverbs but are not secure.
No, children are not secure in using adverbs . See Unit C4 for further support with adverbs.

Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.

2. Write on
HOOK IN

Instructions for teaching

What success looks like

Recap the last session: writing opening
paragraphs.

As you move around the group, look for and
encourage the children to evaluate the
effectiveness of their opening paragraph.

Invite the children to read through their
paragraphs and make improvements.

BUILD UP

Introduce this session’s activity: writing
paragraph 2.
Ask: Can anyone explain what a paragraph is?

PCM 1
p12

(A paragraph is a section of the story,
where the information is grouped together
for a reason.)
Talk through storyboard PCM as children follow
in their own version.

TALK ABOUT IT

Look at Box 2 PCM 1. Ask: Where was it set
and what happened?
Take feedback.

Children offer answers:

PCM 1
p12

Discuss how we can show that there is a
change of time by starting with the time
adverbial “One day, …”?

PCM 3
p14

Read ‘your’ version (PCM 3: Model Text 2) and
invite the children to tell you ideas of how it
could be improved.

• In the woods
• LRRH met wolf
• Wolf wanted cakes
• LRRH refused

Take feedback. Then give out copies of PCM3:
Model Text 2.
Ask the children to read the paragraph
again then discuss it with their partner.
Invite feedback on what they think has
been done well and what could be done to
make it better.
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Take feedback about positives and negatives.

Children offer comments, for example:
Positives:

• Fronted adverbial – time – One day,
• Opening sentence construction.
• Introduced the character of the wolf. Said
where LRRH was going and why.
• Used some speech.
• New speaker, new line
Negatives:

• Haven’t used much description – the day,
woods, noise, wolf, granny, cottage, cakes
Ask for suggestions of vocabulary that could
be used to describe the woods, the wolf, the
noise, granny or the cakes.
Use the children’s suggestions to improve
‘your’ version of the text.
Encourage children to add some appropriate
adjectives.
Ask the children to look closely at the speech
in ‘your’ version. Ask: What do you notice?
Take feedback.

Children offer suggestions, for example:
Day: fine day, summer’s day; bright sunny day
Woods: windy path,
Noise: strange, eerie, mysterious, crackling
Wolf: enormous, shaggy grey, sharp teeth and
glistening eyes
Granny: much-loved; dear old; treasured; elderly,
frail;
Cakes: delicious; freshly-baked; mouth-watering;
tasty; delectable
Children discuss:

• Inverted commas around what is being said.
• End punctuation goes inside inverted commas
• New speaker, new line
GET DOWN TO IT

Write on the board:
“Could I try one of those delicious cakes?”
said the wolf.
Highlight the use of inverted commas.

PCM 1
p14

Explain that if LRRH was going to reply, you
would start it on the next line.
Invite the children to have a go at writing
something the wolf might say on their
whiteboards. Encourage them to use a
different word to ‘said’. Remind them to use
inverted commas.

Children use other words instead of ‘said’, for
example: asked, begged, enquired, explained
As you move around the group, look for and
encourage the children to retell using their own
words, and using the language generated.

Allow time for task.
Invite the children to compose paragraph 2.
Remind them to look at the storyboard and
what actions take place and where.
Children could refer to PCM 3 for support but they
must tell the story in their own way.
Then ask them to retell paragraph 2 with their
partners.

Look out for:

• Fronted adverbial – time
• Added description
• Inverted commas
• New speaker, new line
• Alternatives for said

Remind them to add some description and
include some direct speech.
Allow time for task
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Then ask them to write their versions in their
books.
Allow time for task
When they have finished paragraph 2,
encourage them to practise reading it out loud
with fluency and expression.
Allow time for task

SHARE IT

Invite the children to read paragraph 2 to their Children read with expression.
partners.
Using different voices for the two characters.
Ask them to peer-evaluate: What they particularly
like? What have they done well?

ASSESS IT

Ask the children to self-assess themselves with
thumbs up if they feel happy to retell and
write a traditional tale?

LOOKING
FORWARD TO IT

Create interest in the next session: making
improvements.

Children show how confident they feel using
thumbs up, down or in the middle.

Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using direct speech.
Children are able to using direct speech but are not secure.
No are not secure in using direct speech. See Unit C4 for further support with adverbs.

Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.

3. Adding on
HOOK IN

Instructions for teaching

What success looks like

Remind the children the purpose of their
writing.

Children offer suggestion that a paragraph is a
section of our story, where the information is
grouped together for a reason.

Recap on progress: Paragraphs 1 and 2 written.
Ask children to remind you what a paragraph
is.
Take feedback.
Remind the children: Each box on the
storyboard is a paragraph. Usually start a new
paragraph when there is a change of content,
character, time or place.
Invite the children to read through their
paragraphs and make improvements.
BUILD UP

PCM 1
p12

6

Introduce this session’s activity: writing
paragraph 3.

Children offer feedback, for example:

The wolf ran on ahead, tricked grandma – eyes,
Invite children to look at box 3 on the
ears, teeth – and jumped into the bed, dressed in
Granny’s clothes.
storyboard. Read the bullet points and explain
to their partners what happened in Paragraph 3.
Take feedback about what happens.
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TALK ABOUT IT

Encourage children to retell just Paragraph 3
with their partner. Remind them to include the
3D’s - details, description and dialogue or
direct speech.

As you move around the group, look for and
comment on the 3D’s – details, description and
dialogue. Look for children choosing language and
sentence construction for effect.

Suggest that they could start Paragraph 3 with
a fronted adverbial showing time. For example:
Immediately, the wolf thought of a plan.
… or
Straight away; As quick as a flash; with
no time to lose;
Remind them to choose language that makes
their story sound exciting. Give them an
example.
GET DOWN TO IT

Look for children using:
Model how to start a sentence with a fronted
adverbial to show it’s the next part of the story. • fronted adverbial, e.g. Immediately
Write chosen fronted adverbial on the flipchart
Explain the use of a comma after the fronted
adverbial to provide a pause.

• a comma
• an exciting verb
• extra detail.

Write comma, then re-read.
Complete the sentence and model choosing
interesting vocabulary. For example:
‘As quick as a flash, the wolf sprinted to
Granny’s cottage.
Write it up and re-read.
Model how to add more detail. For example:
‘…taking a short cut through the woods,
between the trees, through the undergrowth,
off the main path?’
Write it up and re-read whole sentence.
Invite the children to write their first sentence
on your whiteboards. Remind them to include
a fronted adverbial, a comma, an exciting verb
and a bit of extra detail.

Children respond with:

• all the better to see you with
• all the better to hear you with
• all the better to hear you with
• all the better to eat you with
Children respond with:

• Inverted commas around what is being said.
• End punctuation goes inside inverted commas
• New speaker, new line
• Could use other words instead of said – asked,
Hear some of these sentences and give feedback.
enquired, explained
Talk about what speech could be included in
paragraph 3. Ask:
When Granny commented on what big eyes
the wolf had what did he say?
Ears?
Teeth?
Look back at the speech in paragraph 2. Ask
the children to remind you what they need to
do for direct speech.
Take feedback.
Invite the children to compose paragraph 3 for
their audio book.
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Remind them to:
PCM 1
p12

• Look at their storyboard.
• choose interesting vocabulary and
sentence structure
Children can retell the paragraph before
writing their version in their books.

Look for children using:

• Inverted commas around what is being said.
• End punctuation inside inverted commas
When they have finished paragraph 2,
• New speaker, new line
encourage them to practise reading it out loud
• Could use other words instead of said – asked,
with fluency and expression and then revisit
enquired, explained.
Allow time for task.

paragraphs 1 and 2.
SHARE IT

Ask children to read Paragraph 3 out loud to
themselves. Encourage them to decide what
they particularly like and what they have done
well.

ASSESS IT

Ask the children to self-assess themselves with
thumbs up if they feel happy to using adjectives,
fronted adverbials for time and direct speech.

LOOKING
FORWARD TO IT

Create interest in the next session: writing the
next paragraph and making improvements.

Look for:

• Reading with expression.
• Using different voices for the characters

Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech.
Children are able to using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech but are not secure.

No are not secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech. See Unit C4 for further support with
adverbs and direct speech.
Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.

4. Writing and improving
Instructions for teaching
HOOK IN

What success looks like

Remind the children the purpose of their writing.
Recap on progress: Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3
written. Just got 4 and 5 to write, then can
record the audio books.

BUILD UP

Introduce this session’s activity: writing
paragraph 4. Repeat activity of looking at
storyboard, reading bullet points and
explaining the events of Paragraph 4 to their
partners.
Take feedback.

TALK ABOUT IT

PCM 1
p12

8

Ask children to retell Paragraph 4 with their
partner, remembering to include the 3D’s –
details, description and dialogue or direct speech.
Suggest starting with a fronted adverbial and
give examples (‘A short time later,…’ or ‘Five
minutes later…’ or ‘After a little while...’)
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Children feedback on:

• Setting: Granny’s cottage part 2
• LRRH arrived
• Cottage dark inside
• Granny in bed- eyes, ears, teeth
• Wolf pounced
As you move around the group, look for and
comment on the 3D’s – details, description and
dialogue.
Look for children choosing language and sentence
construction for effect.
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GET DOWN TO IT

Model how to orally compose the start of the
next paragraph choosing language and
sentence construction to make it sound
exciting. For example:
LRRH noticed the inside of the cottage was in
darkness. She was puzzled. Cautiously, she
crept inside to find Granny lying in her bed.
Encourage the children to think of some top
tier vocabulary. Discuss:

• How would you feel if you arrived and the
cottage was in darkness, perhaps the
curtains were closed?
• Maybe the door was open?
• Maybe there was a strange smell in the air?
• How would you walk inside?
Take feedback and scribe some vocabulary.
Ask the children to retell the moment that
LRRH enters the cottage with their partner.
Then to write their sentence on your
whiteboard. Remind them to make it exciting
for the listener.
Hear some of these sentences and give feedback.

Look for children using:
Invite the children to compose paragraph 4 for
• fronted adverbial, e.g. Immediately
their audio book.

• a comma

Remind them to:
• an exciting verb
punctuate direct speech correctly
• extra detail.
choose interesting vocabulary and sentence structure
look back at what they’ve written before.
Allow time for task.
When they have finished paragraph 4,
encourage them to practise reading it out loud
with fluency and expression and then revisit
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.
SHARE IT

Invite the children to read paragraph 4 to their
partners and give each other feedback.

ASSESS IT

Ask the children to self-assess themselves with
thumbs up if they feel happy to using
adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and
direct speech.

LOOKING
FORWARD TO IT

Create interest in the next session: finishing
the story.

Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech.
Children are able to using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech but are not secure.

No are not secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech. See Unit C4 for further support with
adverbs and direct speech.
Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.
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5. Finishing the Story
Instructions for teaching
HOOK IN

What success looks like

Remind the children the purpose of their writing.
Recap on progress: Paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4
written. Just got the ending to write, then can
record the audio books.

BUILD UP

PCM 1
p12

Introduce this session’s activity: writing
paragraph 5. Repeat activity of looking at
storyboard, reading bullet points and
explaining the events of Paragraph 5 to their
partners.
Take feedback.

Children feedback on:

• Setting: Granny’s cottage part 3
• Woodcutter - saved the day.
• Wolf runs away
• Granny rescued
• Happily ever after.

TALK ABOUT IT

Ask children to retell Paragraph 5 with their
As you move around the group, look for and comment
partner, remembering to include the 3D’s –
on the 3D’s – details, description and dialogue.
details, description and dialogue or direct speech.
Look for children choosing language and sentence
Suggest starting with a fronted adverbial.
construction for effect.

GET DOWN TO IT

Model writing the ending. Read ‘your version’
to the group and ask for suggestions for
improvement.
Just in the nick of time, the local woodcutter
burst into the cottage, with an axe in his hand.
He charged at the wolf who took one look at the
axe and leapt out of the window, running for his
life. LRRH ran to the wardrobe and rescued
Granny, leading her to her favourite chair.

Children offer verbs that create action and
excitement. For example: burst, leapt, dashed,
stormed, raced, bounded, thundered, rushed.
Look for children using:

• fronted adverbial and comma
• added description
• correct direct speech punctuation
• new speaker, new line
• an exciting verb instead of ‘said’.

“I don’t think that wolf will bother you any
more,’ she laughed.
So, thanks to the woodcutter, LRRH and her
Granny lived happily ever after.
Take feedback.
Ask children to help you think of some top tier
vocabulary to help describe the events. Ask:
How would the woodcutter come into the
cottage?
How would the wolf get away?
Take feedback and scribe some vocabulary.
Ask children to write their story endings.
Remind them to:

• look at the storyboard
• choose exciting vocabulary and sentence
structure
• punctuate speech correctly.
SHARE IT

10

Once the children have finished writing, invite
them to find a quiet place and record their
story. Provide appropriate recording
technology. Remind the children to read with
expression and fluency.
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Children read with fluency and expression. Using
different voices for the characters.
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Ensure the audio books are stored and shared
with others to provide a real purpose for writing.
ASSESS IT

Ask the children to self-assess themselves with
thumbs up if they feel happy to retell a
traditional tale.
Celebrate their writing.

Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech.
Children are able to using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech but are not secure.

No are not secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech . See Unit C4 for further support with
adverbs and direct speech.
Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.

6. Optional assessment
Instructions for teaching
HOOK IN

PCM 1
p12

What success looks like

Invite children to prove that they can retell a
traditional tale all by themselves.
Provide PCM 1: Storyboard but not the children’s
previous version of the retelling. Challenge the
children to rewrite the story but to change one
thing to surprise their listeners. For example, it’s
not LRRH’s granny, or it’s not the woodcutter who
rescues them.

Remind the children to:
• use fronted adverbial for time and comma
• use paragraphs
• add description
• use correct direct speech punctuation
• give a new speaker, new line
• use an exciting verb instead of ‘said’.
Has the objective been met?

q
q
q

Yes, children are secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech.
Children are able to using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech but are not secure.

No are not secure in using adjectives, fronted adverbials for time and direct speech. See Unit C4 for further support
with adverbs and direct speech. See Unit C4 for further support with adverbs and direct speech.

Comments:
Don’t
forget to hand
out the ‘Ask
me about…’
slips.
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PCM
1

Storyboard
Name________________________________________________ Date__________________

Little Red Riding Hood
Retold by

1: Introduction
• Introduced LRRH / mother.
• Setting – cottage
• Background – red cloak - called LRRH?

______________________________

2: In the woods
3: Granny’s cottage part 1
• Mum asks LRRH to take cakes to Granny. • W – Granny’s cottage – eyes, ears, teeth,
• LRRH set out.
• W – locked her in the wardrobe.
• LRRH was walking in woods.
• Met wolf.
• W wanted cakes.
• LRRH – for Granny
4: Granny’s cottage part 2
• LRRH arrived
• Cottage dark inside
• Granny – bed-eyes, ears, teeth
• W pounced

12
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5: Ending: Granny’s cottage part 3
• Woodcutter - saved the day.
• Wolf runs away
• Granny rescued
• Happily ever after.
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Model Text 1
‘Once upon a time there was a lovely young girl who lived with her mother
in a tiny cottage on the edge of a wood. When she went out, she always
liked to wear her favourite red cloak, so all the people in the village called her
Little Red Riding Hood.

‘Once upon a time there was a lovely young girl who lived with her mother
in a tiny cottage on the edge of a wood. When she went out, she always
liked to wear her favourite red cloak, so all the people in the village called her
Little Red Riding Hood.

‘Once upon a time there was a lovely young girl who lived with her mother
in a tiny cottage on the edge of a wood. When she went out, she always
liked to wear her favourite red cloak, so all the people in the village called her
Little Red Riding Hood.

‘Once upon a time there was a lovely young girl who lived with her mother
in a tiny cottage on the edge of a wood. When she went out, she always
liked to wear her favourite red cloak, so all the people in the village called her
Little Red Riding Hood.

‘Once upon a time there was a lovely young girl who lived with her mother
in a tiny cottage on the edge of a wood. When she went out, she always
liked to wear her favourite red cloak, so all the people in the village called her
Little Red Riding Hood.
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PCM
3

Model Text 2

One day, as Little Red Riding Hood was walking through the woods, she
heard a noise. There, in front of her, stood a wolf.
“Where are you going, little girl?” he said. “ And what have you got in you
basket?”
“My mummy has made some cakes and I’m taking them to my Granny who
lives in a cottage. She is not very well.”
“They do smell nice. Could I have one? Said the wolf.
“No.” said Little Red Riding Hood. “They are for my Granny.”
She walked off and the wolf felt very cross and hungry.

One day, as Little Red Riding Hood was walking through the woods, she
heard a noise. There, in front of her, stood a wolf.
“Where are you going, little girl?” he said. “ And what have you got in your
basket?”
“My mummy has made some cakes and I’m taking them to my Granny who
lives in a cottage. She is not very well.”
“They do smell nice. Could I have one? Said the wolf.
“No.” said Little Red Riding Hood. “They are for my Granny.”
She walked off and the wolf felt very cross and hungry.
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